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how this is to be done against the intransigent 
hostility of Moslem nationalists. Again, the 
whole question of EDC and a French lead to 
Europe, which he discusses a little porten- 
tously (with M. Schuman as hero), has 
already been so transformed by recent events 
that the argument is partly irrelevant. And, 
as he himself admits, the French economic 
recovery of the last two years has been more 
rapid than he imagined it could be. 

This really leads to a fundamental point. 
Mr. Luthy is particularly impressive when 
he shows how Frenchmen of every type have 

- been so dazzled by their ideals that they have 
become ineffective. Yet, when arguing that 
to overcome her domestic and foreign crisis 
France must shake off the past and cease to be 
against herself, he seems to fall a little into 

the same trap. In a way, this demand for a 
change in outlook could be put to any country 
in Europe, or even to the United States. But, 
violent convulsions apart, countries do not 
change rapidly. Thus, as France grows 
older, certain faults may become less promin- 
ent while others turn out to be irreparable, 
the North African empire may even be lost, 
but she will still be France, just as Britain 
after the loss of her “civilising mission” in 
India is still Britain. Indeed, the really quite 
remarkable recent economic progress in 
France, which has gone together with similar 
progress everywhere in Western Europe, goes 
to show that some of the problems Mr. Luthy 
discusses may not be so specifically French as 
he suggests. Still, for what is specifically’the 
French concern, read The State of France. 

T. R. Fyvel 

B A D  CONSCIENCE 

o M o R E  u s, Guilty Man, is one of the H more conspicuous synonyms of homo 
urbanus, and we suffer under a whole gamut 
of shames, from the theological one of having 
had the bad taste to be descended from apple- 
stealers, down to such minor matters as 
having kissed that little girl at the dancing- 
class, or scribbling “Tush!” on a library- 
book, or picking one’s nose in the bath, or 
not having kissed that other little girl at that 
other dancing-class, or being unable to read 
the works of Mr. William Faulkner. This last 
failing has been peculiarly painful in a month 
which has seen the publication of two of this 
author’s books, A Fable” and Faulkner’s 
County . t 

A Fable is conceived on a grand scale. 
Ostensibly it is concerned with an event (that 
never took place) on the Western Front in 
spring, 1918: a French regiment refuses to go 
over the top, and the mutiny spreads at once 
to enemy and ally. The war comes, not to an 
end, but a stand-still. This is the surface story: 

* A Fable. By WILLIAM FAULKNER. Chatto and 

t Faulkner’s County. By WILLIAM FAULKNER. 
Windus. 15s. 

Chatto and Windus. 15s. 

but at the same time the book is largely a re- 
writing of the events of Passion Week-the 
mutiny is instigated by a Corporal and his 
twelve followers, Bible characters appear 
thinly disguised (as, for example, the sisters 
Marthe and Marya), the Corporal goes by 
way of a Gethsemane and Pilate to his own 
Calvary and eventual resurrection as the Un- 
known Soldier under the Arc de Triomphe. 

This is a theme which in any case only a 
writer of Mr. Faulkner’s stature has the right 
to tackle. He has not altogether fallen short 
of the challenge; in conception this is a very 
good book indeed, perhaps even a great one. 
What I find infinitely putting-off (and of 
course I feel guilty about that) is the execu- 
tion. In the first place the story is told in an 
innumerable series of flash-backs and flash- 
forwards and what-have-you, so that, to my 
mind at least, all time-sense is lacking. This 
may give a certain universality and stillness, 
but surely anything that can call itself A 
Fable should begin approximately at the be- 
ginning and end approximately at the end? 

This is one deterrent to easy reading. An- 
other is that the book presents a very large 
number and wide variety of characters, and 
the story deals with them in bewildering 
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.. .. RENE WELLEK 

Vol. I The Later 18th Century 
Vol. 11 The Romantic Age 

63s. per set of two volumes. 
Based on wide research and a masterly 
commandof thegreat critical writings, 
this book emphasises literary theory, 
but also deals with literary taste. Each 
volume contains annotated bibliogra- 
phies, full documentations and index. 
In preparation : 
Vof. III The Later 19th Century & 
Vof. IV The Twentieth Century. 

I .. 

# The . .  

Capel Letters 
edited by 
THE MARQUESS of ANGLESEY 
In the muniment room of Lord 
Anglesey’s seat in Wales lies a cache 
of letters which now appear in print 
for the first time: they present a day- 
to-day picture of an English family’s 
life in Europe during Waterloo. .. Illustrated 18s. .. . . with an introduction by 

.. 
- .. * SIR ARTHUR BRYANT E _ _  

The I .. Gay Delavals 
FRANCIS ASKHAM 
A full-blooded family history which 
may be called Hogarthian-a rough 
and tumble of amorous and marital 
intrigue, high life, low life, theatrical 
life, chancery suits, fortune hunting, 
and high spirits. In the fall of the 
Delavals, is 18th century English life 
at its most energetic, recreated with 
gusto. Illustrated 21 s. 

The Story-teller 
GIL BUHET 
To the delicatesentiment and delicious 
humour of The Honey Siege he has 
added a grimmer element and more 
than a touch of mystery. This very 
amusing novel concerns in part the 
activities of a black market publisher 
in Vichy France. 13s. 6d. 

ifi all prices are net 

succession. Either of these difficulties alone 
would be formidable; together they are for- 
bidding indeed-and even yet a determined 
effort might circumvent them were it not for 
the third, and far the fiercest, dragon at the 
gate, the style. A Fable is written in a manner 
that insists that every page, every line, every 
word is of the immensest significance. This is 
done largely by picking up in each sentence 
or phrase a word or two from the sentence or 
phrase before. Thus : 

Then the sunrise gun crashed from the old 
citadel above the city; the three flags broke 
simultaneously from nowhere and climbed the 
three staffs. What they broke and climbed and 
peaked in was still dawn, hanging motionless 
for a moment. But when they streamed on the 
first morning breeze, they streamed into sun- 
light, flinging into sunlight the three mutual 
colours-the red for courage and pride, the 
white for purity and constancy, the blue for 
honour and truth. Then the empty boulevard 
behind the cavalry filled suddenly with sunlight 
which flung the tall shadows of the men and the 
horses outward upon the crowd as though the 
cavalry was charging it. 

Only it was the people advancing on the 
cavalry. . . . 

In itself this is perhaps a beautiful passage. 
The repetitions (three, broke, climbed, 
streamed, sunlight, cavalry, fling) tend to 
substitute sound for sense, so that the reader 
has to make a special effort to concentrate on 
the matter; at a key moment of a book, this 
would not necessarily be a bad thing. Three 
hundred and ninety-two pages of it, however, 
are quite a different proposition. If all is in- 
vested with super-significance then, in the 
nature of things, much must be falsely so. 
Long passages are turgid, turbid, and tumid 
and I (who am perhaps torpid) began to long 
for the lucid, pellucid, and limpid. 

Faulkner’s County, subtitled Tales of 
Yoknapatawpha County, is the author’s own 
selection of his tales about the Deep South 
and consists of one short novel, four long 
stories, and a number of shorter ones. Most 
of these date from earlier days before the 
tail of style started to wag him: far less am- 
bitious than A Fable, these tales are more 
successful; powerful, brilliantly constructed, 
full of suspense, and radical in treatment. 
Occasionally they tread dangerously close to 
the confines of Hot Discomfort Farm, but 
they avoid quite stepping over them. The 
Faulkner of Faulkner’s County is perhaps a 
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lesser man, but he seems to me a better 
writer than the Faulkner of today. 

R. KINGSLEY AMIS, author of Lucky lim, M presents no such difficulties. His new 
book, That Uncertain Feeling,” is eminently 
readable. Readers of LucJu, 1im will remem- 
ber that it was farcical, more or less 
picaresque, fast-moving, hard-hitting, p r e  
“life” anti-literature, pro-money anti-culture, 
and so on. That  Uncertain Feeling is in the 
same genre but it is no pale shadow, or in- 
flated repetition, of its predecessor. Mr. Amis 
has avoided the “second novel” pitfalls. In- 
deed, I think that this new book is, in its 
rather different way, even better than his first 
one. In this tale of a Welsh assistant librarian, 
Mr. Amis plays down the farce (the only slap- 
stick passage in the book is also the only weak 
one in it); so that, while there are perhaps 
fewer horse-laughs than in L u c b  lim, That 
Uncertain Feeling is an altogether more solid 
and satisfactory affair. The author has also 
abandoned the picaresque, and the whole 
book shows a remarkable advance in con- 
sistency and balance. 

Perhaps Mr. Amis’s forte is his rational 
analysis of character, his linguistic explora- 
tions into the hinterlands of vanity and 
motive : 

Feeling a tremendous rakehell, and not liking 
myself much for it, and feeling rather a good 
chap for not liking m self much for it, and not 

chap, I got indoors, vigorously rubbing lipstick 
off my mouth with my handkerchief. 

This sort of thing can only be done by an 
artist with extreme respect for language, and 
accuracy in the use of it. Indeed much of Mr. 
Amis’s concern is with the exact intonation of 
common-place phrases : 

Why did I like women’s breasts so much? I 
was clear on why I liked them, thanks, but why 
did I like them so much? 

The writing is, in fact, uniformly brisk and 
crisp: the pernickety might object to too 
lavish use of what the Fowlers stigmatise as 
“pedantic humour,” using long words for a 
laugh (as when, a large brown dog running 
up to the narrator, he “recommends his im- 
mediate departure”); but even this is usually 

* That Uncertain Feeling. By KINGSLEY AMIS. 
Gollancz. 12s. 6d. 

liking myself at all l or feeling rather a good 

. 
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Shaka Zulu 
E. A. R I T T E R  

‘Side by side with the 
story of Shaka, we have 
an authentic account of 
Zulu life and customs 
which makes Mr. Ritter’s 
book one of the best of its 
sort I have ever come 
across.’ H O W A R D  S P R I N G  

illustrated 

21s net 

The 
Reward 

MICHAEL BARRETT 

‘The mounting horror of 
the tale set in the Argen- 
tinian desert recalls some 
of the work of M. Jean 
Giono . . . the delirium 
and despair which slowly 
overshadow the adventure 
are perfectly conveyed.’ 

THE T I M E S  

10s 6d net 

Longmans 
6-7CliffordStreet, London, W.9 
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so brightly done as to amuse rather than 
offend. 

Mr. Amis satirises a number of deserving 
to observe the Welsh gaff being blown once 
objects en route, and it is particularly pleasant 
and for all. This is done partly by parody (as 
in the delightful snatch of pseudo-Thomas 
beginning 

When in time’s double morning, meaning 

Denial’s four-eyed bird, that Petrine cock 
Crew junction down the sleepers of the 

but principally by close attention to, and 
observation of, real Welsh talk and manners, 
as opposed to the bogus Bloody Valley, Lust 
among the Pit-props, Taffy the Naafi stuff 
churned out by the professional Celts. Indeed 
this intruder Saxon writes almost the only 
accurate transcription of genuine Welsh tone 
and idiom that I can remember. 

Within its limits (the rational and mechan- 
istic) That  Uncertain Feeling is a tour-de- 
force; and having said that, I feel freer to 
turn to the one element in it that I find 
objectionable. Mr. Amis and his narrator (I do 
not feel it possible to altogether separate 
them, especially since L u c b  Jim presented a 
narrator of precisely the same type) are con- 
scientiously and unfeelingly anti-art, anti- 
knowledge, anti-tradition, anti-manners- 
opposed, in fact, on principle, to “the best that 
is known or thought” or enjoyed or done. 
This attitude is entirely negative, and seems 
to be founded principally on sturdy obtuse- 
ness. Hooray for the Philistine values! HOW 
screamingly funny to think of anyone enjoy- 
ing a book about Dr. Johnson! The hero is 
(as I have said) a librarian, but on the first 
page we are told 

My gaze, slightly filmed by afternoon drowsi- 
ness, swam round the square, high room, fixing 
idly on the etching, or daguerrotype, or what- 
ever it was, of Lord Beaconsfield’s face which 
hung over the Hobbies and Handicrafts Section: 

and I should have thought the inverted in- 
tellectual snobbery of (of all persons) a 
librarian, who cannot distinguish (of all 
things) an etching from a daguerrotype, ex- 
cessive. The hero surveys his bookshelf: 

death, 

breath), 

A few Penguins, an Everyman Jane Austen (a 
College set-book, I should explain). . . . 

Of course, of course, no one could possibly 
read Jane Austen for pleasure! The hero 
surveys the nouueau riche in a pub: 

At least this crowd has enough bad taste to 
drink brandy before “dinner.” 

There are (believe it or not, Mr. Amis!) 
other reasons for not drinking brandy before 
dinner than the desire to conform to the arbi- 
trary code of an ancien rkgime. 

This sort of meaningless cock-snooking 
(and it pervades the book) seems to me brash, 
provincial in the bad sense, sometimes 
puritanical in the bad sense. I t  is a great pity, 
because Mr. Amis is also thoroughly pro- 
vincial and puritanical in comparatively good 
senses. The hasty diagnosis would be acute 
cultural inferiority complex: but since the 
,context of his books everywhere else belies the 
occasion for this, I am left wondering. 

Two books to be recommended for pure, 
imaginative writing, and of particular interest 
for their unusual periods and settings: 

Bryher’s Roman Wall* is set in 3rd century 
Roman Switzerland: the Alemanni are 
massing on the border, the Empire rots at the 
centre, and its periphery is falling apart. This 
twilight period is conjured up with remark- 
able felicity, and that overworked word 
“charm” would not be out of place. 

Loot and Loyalty,+ by Jerzy Pietrkiewicz, 
deals with matters even more remote to 
English ears, the Russo-Polish border in the 
early 17th century. This book is not so much 
a novel as a pseudo-historical fantasia woven 
around two historical persons, the Scottish 
mercenary Captain Tobias Hume (noted for 
his compositions for viol da gamba), and the 
peasant pretender to the Russian throne 
known to historians as “the second false 
Dmitri.” Mr. Pietrkiewicz has none of 
Bryher’s delicate delineation of character, but 
his material is so wild (and, yes, woolly), and 
his “attack,” in the musical sense, so deter- 
mined, that he has produced a thoroughly 
i‘nteresting book. 

*Roman Wall. By BRYHER. Collins. 10s. 6d. 
t Loot and Loyalty. By JERZY PIETRKIEWICZ. 

Heinemann. 12s. 6d. 
Hilary Cork 
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JUST P U B L I S H E D  

THE 
CROWNING PRIVILEGE 
T H E  C L A R K  L E C T U R E S ,  19.54-55 
W I T H  V A R I O U S  ESSAYS O N  P O E T R Y  
A N D  S I X T E E N  N E W  P O E M S  

by ROBERT GRAVES 

For the Clark Lectures, delivered last autumn, 
Robert Graves’ chosen subject was 
“ Professional Standards in English Poetry.” 
The main body of these six outspoken 
lectures, together with nine essays on various 
aspects of poetry and sixteen new poems not 
yet included in any edition of Graves’ poems 
published in this country. I 5s net 

IN THE THICK OF 
THE FIGHT 
The Testimony of PAUL REYNAUD 

These memoirs are M. Reynaud’s full 
testiinony ; his explanation, fully documented 
and argued at length, of how France 
gravitated into war and why her army was 
crushed in 1940; an explanation which has 
its roots in the political and military policies 
of the ’Twenties. Not only does M. Reynaud 
quote extensively from French, German, 
Belgian and English writers but he also 
draws on the minutes of Cabinet meetings, 
reports of debates in the Chamber, and 
of the Riom and post-war trials. His book 
provides a detailed political history of those 
fateful years between the ’Twenties and the 
fall of France; it is an exhaustive study of the 
road to disaster. 45s net 

THE STEPMOTHER 
by R.  C. HUTCHINSON 

A new novel by “ one of the few major 
English novelists writing today.” (Gerald 
Bullett, BBC Broadcast Review.) Those who 
ask of a novel the pleasure of discovering 
human beings-their familiarity and 
strangmess, their unpredictable influence 
upon each other-may find that pleasure 
here. 12s 6d net 
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ZOLA 
Armand Lanoux’s 

uncompromising biography 

Lanoux’s biography reads like a 
novel-for Zola’s life was no less 
vivid and controversial than his 
fiction. His story seethes with famous 
names who contributed to the 
spectacular fame of Paris during the 
Second Empire. The book culminates 
with a splendid account of Zola’s 
role in the notorious Dreyfus Case. 

16s net 
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D. J. ENRIGHT 
The World of Dew 

Aspects of living Japan by the author of 
Academic Year. A poet and a novelist, his 
discussion of the conflict between modern 
ideas and ancient custom in their literature 
and social life to-day is a vivid picture and an 
illuminating contribution to the understanding 
of post-war Japan. 

Illustrated 18s. 

GUY MURCHIE 
Song of the Sky 

“ A loving and delightful account has at last 
been written of man’s new ocean, the ocean 
of air.”-New York Times. 

The subject is universally absorbing and if it 
has been approached before in such length, 
never, surely, with such originality.”-NeviZZe 
Duke. 

1 L  

2 IS. 

THOMAS MANN 
The Confessiom of Felix Krull 

Confidence Man 
“With Felix KruJf the world receives from Thomas Mann the gift which German literature has 
almost proverbially withheld from it : the great comic novel.”-Erich Heller on the B B C. 
‘‘Felix KruZl shows every sign of being the greatest of his many. great books.”-Philip Toynbee in 
The Observer. 

VERONICA 
HENRIQUES 

Home is the Heart 
A second novel of the English countryside. 
Of her first, Love from (I Convict, the critics 
said : 
“There is an individual flavour about this 
book. I look forward to its successor.”- 
Daily Telegraph. 
“When the next one comes I shall have to 
get hold of it.”-Spectator. 

10s 6 d .  

18s. 

COLETTE 

Ripening Seed 
(translated by Roger Senhouse) 

The story of Vinca and Philippe, whose feel- 

ings for one another change from those of 

childhood into those of love during one 

summer holiday spent in Brittany together, 

through the timely intervention of the beauti- 

ful Mme Dalleray. 

9s 6d.  

SECKER & WARBURG 
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